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CLOCK GATING FOR SYSTEM-ON-CHIP 
ELEMENTS 

BACKGROUND 

0001 Technical Field 
0002 Methods and example implementations described 
herein are generally directed to interconnect architecture, 
and more specifically, to clock gating for hardware elements 
on a System on Chip (SoC) and Network on Chip (NoC), 
interconnecting them 
0003 Related Art 
0004. The number of components on a chip is rapidly 
growing due to increasing levels of integration, system 
complexity, and shrinking transistor geometry. Complex 
System-on-Chips (SoCs) may involve a variety of compo 
nents e.g., processor cores, DSPs, hardware accelerators, 
memory and I/O, while Chip Multi-Processors (CMPs) may 
involve a large number of homogenous processor cores, 
memory and I/O subsystems. In both SoC and CMP systems, 
the on-chip interconnect plays a role in providing high 
performance communication between the various compo 
nents. Due to scalability limitations of traditional buses and 
crossbar based interconnects, Network-on-Chip (NoC) has 
emerged as a paradigm to interconnect a large number of 
components on the chip. NoC is a global shared communi 
cation infrastructure made up of several routing nodes 
interconnected with each other using point-to-point physical 
links. 
0005 Messages are injected by the source and are routed 
from the source node to the destination over multiple 
intermediate nodes and physical links. The destination node 
then ejects the message and provides the message to the 
destination. For the remainder of this application, the terms 
components, blocks, hosts or cores will be used inter 
changeably to refer to the various system components which 
are interconnected using a NoC. Terms routers and nodes 
will also be used interchangeably. Without loss of general 
ization, the system with multiple interconnected components 
will itself be referred to as a multi-core system. 
0006. There are several topologies in which the routers 
can connect to one another to create the system network. 
Bi-directional rings (as shown in FIG. 1(a)), 2-D (two 
dimensional) mesh (as shown in FIG. 1(b)) and 2-D Torus 
(as shown in FIG. 1(c)) are examples of topologies in the 
related art. Mesh and Torus can also be extended to 2.5-D 
(two and half dimensional) or 3-D (three dimensional) 
organizations. FIG. 1(d) shows a 3D mesh NoC, where there 
are three layers of 3x3 2D mesh NoC shown over each other. 
The NoC routers have up to two additional ports, one 
connecting to a router in the higher layer, and another 
connecting to a router in the lower layer. Router 111 in the 
middle layer of the example has both ports used, one 
connecting to the router at the top layer and another con 
necting to the router at the bottom layer. Routers 110 and 112 
are at the bottom and top mesh layers respectively, therefore 
they have only the upper facing port 113 and the lower 
facing port 114 respectively connected. 
0007 Packets are message transport units for intercom 
munication between various components. Routing involves 
identifying a path composed of a set of routers and physical 
links of the network over which packets are sent from a 
Source to a destination. Components are connected to one or 
multiple ports of one or multiple routers; with each such port 
having a unique ID. Packets carry the destination's router 
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and port ID for use by the intermediate routers to route the 
packet to the destination component. 
0008 Examples of routing techniques include determin 
istic routing, which involves choosing the same path from A 
to B for every packet. This form of routing is independent 
from the state of the network and does not load balance 
across path diversities, which might exist in the underlying 
network. However, Such deterministic routing may imple 
mented in hardware, maintains packet ordering and may be 
rendered free of network level deadlocks. Shortest path 
routing may minimize the latency as such routing reduces 
the number of hops from the source to the destination. For 
this reason, the shortest path may also be the lowest power 
path for communication between the two components. 
Dimension-order routing is a form of deterministic shortest 
path routing in 2-D, 2.5-D, and 3-D mesh networks. In this 
routing scheme, messages are routed along each coordinates 
in a particular sequence until the message reaches the final 
destination. For example in a 3-D mesh network, one may 
first route along the X dimension until it reaches a router 
whose X-coordinate is equal to the X-coordinate of the 
destination router. Next, the message takes a turn and is 
routed in along Y dimension and finally takes another turn 
and moves along the Z dimension until the message reaches 
the final destination router. Dimension ordered routing may 
be minimal turn and shortest path routing. 
0009 FIG. 2(a) pictorially illustrates an example of XY 
routing in a two dimensional mesh. More specifically, FIG. 
2(a) illustrates XY routing from node 34 to node 00. In 
the example of FIG. 2(a), each component is connected to 
only one port of one router. A packet is first routed over the 
x-axis till the packet reaches node 04 where the x-coordi 
nate of the node is the same as the x-coordinate of the 
destination node. The packet is next routed over the y-axis 
until the packet reaches the destination node. 
0010. In heterogeneous mesh topology in which one or 
more routers or one or more links are absent, dimension 
order routing may not be feasible between certain source and 
destination nodes, and alternative paths may have to be 
taken. The alternative paths may not be shortest or minimum 
turn 

0011 Source routing and routing using tables are other 
routing options used in NoC. Adaptive routing can dynami 
cally change the path taken between two points on the 
network based on the state of the network. This form of 
routing may be complex to analyze and implement. 
0012. A NoC interconnect may contain multiple physical 
networks. Over each physical network, there may exist 
multiple virtual networks, wherein different message types 
are transmitted over different virtual networks. In this case, 
at each physical link or channel, there are multiple virtual 
channels; each virtual channel may have dedicated buffers at 
both end points. In any given clock cycle, only one virtual 
channel can transmit data on the physical channel. 
0013 NoC interconnects may employ wormhole routing, 
wherein, a large message or packet is broken into Small 
pieces known as flits (also referred to as flow control digits). 
The first flit is the header flit, which holds information about 
this packet's route and key message level info along with 
payload data and sets up the routing behavior for all Sub 
sequent flits associated with the message. Optionally, one or 
more body flits follows the head flit, containing the remain 
ing payload of data. The final flit is the tail flit, which in 
addition to containing the last payload also performs some 
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bookkeeping to close the connection for the message. In 
wormhole flow control, virtual channels are often imple 
mented. 
0014. The physical channels are time sliced into a num 
ber of independent logical channels called virtual channels 
(VCs). VCs provide multiple independent paths to route 
packets, however they are time-multiplexed on the physical 
channels. A virtual channel holds the state needed to coor 
dinate the handling of the flits of a packet over a channel. At 
a minimum, this state identifies the output channel of the 
current node for the next hop of the route and the state of the 
virtual channel (idle, waiting for resources, or active). The 
virtual channel may also include pointers to the flits of the 
packet that are buffered on the current node and the number 
of flit buffers available on the next node. 
0015 The term “wormhole' plays on the way messages 
are transmitted over the channels: the output port at the next 
router can be so short that received data can be translated in 
the head flit before the full message arrives. This allows the 
router to quickly set up the route upon arrival of the head flit 
and then opt out from the rest of the conversation. Since a 
message is transmitted flit by flit, the message may occupy 
several flit buffers along its path at different routers, creating 
a worm-like image. 
0016 Based upon the traffic between various end points, 
and the routes and physical networks that are used for 
various messages, different physical channels of the NoC 
interconnect may experience different levels of load and 
congestion. The capacity of various physical channels of a 
NoC interconnect is determined by the width of the channel 
(number of physical wires) and the clock frequency at which 
it is operating. Various channels of the NoC may operate at 
different clock frequencies, and various channels may have 
different widths based on the bandwidth requirement at the 
channel. The bandwidth requirement at a channel is deter 
mined by the flows that traverse over the channel and their 
bandwidth values. Flows traversing over various NoC chan 
nels are affected by the routes taken by various flows. In a 
mesh or Torus NoC, there may exist multiple route paths of 
equal length or number of hops between any pair of Source 
and destination nodes. For example, in FIG. 2(b), in addition 
to the standard XY route between nodes 34 and 00, there are 
additional routes available, such as YX route 203 or a 
multi-turn route 202 that makes more than one turn from 
Source to destination. 

0017. In a NoC with statically allocated routes for various 
traffic flows, the load at various channels may be controlled 
by intelligently selecting the routes for various flows. When 
a large number of traffic flows and substantial path diversity 
is present, routes can be chosen such that the load on all NoC 
channels is balanced nearly uniformly, thus avoiding a single 
point of bottleneck. Once routed, the NoC channel widths 
can be determined based on the bandwidth demands of flows 
on the channels. Unfortunately, channel widths cannot be 
arbitrarily large due to physical hardware design restrictions, 
Such as timing or wiring congestion. There may be a limit on 
the maximum channel width, thereby putting a limit on the 
maximum bandwidth of any single NoC channel. 
0018. Additionally, wider physical channels may not help 
in achieving higher bandwidth if messages are short. For 
example, if a packet is a single flit packet with a 64-bit 
width, no matter how wide a channel is, the channel will 
only be able to carry 64 bits per cycle of data if all packets 
over the channel are similar. Thus, a channel width is also 
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limited by the message size in the NoC. Due to these 
limitations on the maximum NoC channel width, a channel 
may not have enough bandwidth in spite of balancing the 
rOuteS. 

0019. To address the above bandwidth concern, multiple 
parallel physical NoCs may be used. Each NoC may be 
called a layer, thus creating a multi-layer NoC architecture. 
Hosts inject a message on a NoC layer, the message is then 
routed to the destination on the NoC layer, where it is 
delivered from the NoC layer to the host. Thus, each layer 
operates more or less independently from each other, and 
interactions between layers may only occur during the 
injection and ejection times. FIG.3(a) illustrates a two layer 
NoC. Here the two NoC layers are shown adjacent to each 
other on the left and right, with the hosts connected to the 
NoC replicated in both left and right diagrams. A host is 
connected to two routers in this example—a router in the 
first layer shown as R1, and a router is the second layer 
shown as R2. In this example, the multi-layer NoC is 
different from the 3D NoC, i.e. multiple layers are on a 
single silicon die and are used to meet the high bandwidth 
demands of the communication between hosts on the same 
silicon die. Messages do not go from one layer to another. 
For purposes of clarity, the present application will utilize 
such a horizontal left and right illustration for multi-layer 
NoC to differentiate from the 3DNoCs, which are illustrated 
by drawing the NoCs vertically over each other. 
0020. In FIG.3(b), a host connected to a router from each 
layer, R1 and R2 respectively, is illustrated. Each router is 
connected to other routers in its layer using directional ports 
301, and is connected to the host using injection and ejection 
ports 302. A bridge-logic 303 may sit between the host and 
the two NoC layers to determine the NoC layer for an 
outgoing message and sends the message from host to the 
NoC layer, and also perform the arbitration and multiplexing 
between incoming messages from the two NoC layers and 
delivers them to the host. 

0021. In a multi-layer NoC, the number of layers needed 
may depend upon a number of factors such as the aggregate 
bandwidth requirement of all traffic flows in the system, the 
routes that are used by various flows, message size distri 
bution, maximum channel width, etc. Once the number of 
NoC layers in NoC interconnect is determined in a design, 
different messages and traffic flows may be routed over 
different NoC layers. Additionally, one may design NoC 
interconnects such that different layers have different topolo 
gies in number of routers, channels and connectivity. The 
channels in different layers may have different widths based 
on the flows that traverse over the channel and their band 
width requirements. With Such a large variety of design 
choices, determining the right combination of routers, chan 
nels, and interconnections for a given system remains a 
challenge and time consuming manual process, often result 
ing in Sub-optimal and inefficient designs. 
0022 System on Chips (SoCs) are becoming increasingly 
Sophisticated, feature rich and high performance by inte 
grating a growing number of standard processor cores, 
memory & I/O Subsystems, and specialized acceleration IPs. 
To address this complexity, the Network-on-Chip (NoC) 
approach of connecting SoC components is gaining popu 
larity. A NoC can provide connectivity to a plethora of 
components and interfaces and simultaneously enable rapid 
design closure by being automatically generated from a high 
level specification. The specification describes the intercon 
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nect requirements of the SoC in terms of connectivity, 
bandwidth and latency. In addition to this, information such 
as position of various components, protocol information, 
clocking and power domains, etc. may be Supplied. A NoC 
compiler can then use this specification to automatically 
design a NoC for the SoC. A number of NoC compilers were 
introduced in the related art, which automatically synthesize 
a NoC based on the specification. In Such designs, the 
synthesized NoC is simulated to evaluate performance under 
various operating conditions and to determine whether the 
specification(s) are met. This is necessary because NoC 
style interconnects are distributed systems and their dynamic 
performance characteristics under load are difficult to pre 
dict statically and can be very sensitive to a wide variety of 
parameters. 

SUMMARY 

0023 Methods and example implementations described 
herein are generally directed to interconnect architecture, 
and more specifically, to clock gating for hardware elements 
of a System on Chip (SoC) and Network on Chip (NoC) 
interconnecting them. 
0024. An aspect of the present disclosure provides a 
hardware element in a Network on Chip (NoC) and a System 
on Chip (SoC), wherein the hardware element includes a 
clock gating circuit configures one or more neighboring 
hardware elements to activate before receiving new incom 
ing data and to sleep after a defined number of cycles, 
wherein the defined number of cycles can be counted from 
a cycle having non-receipt of incoming data and having a 
clearance of all data within an input queue of a source 
hardware element. In an embodiment, the defined number of 
cycles can be set based on at least one of a predetermined 
number of cycles, say 3 or 4 cycles. In another embodiment, 
the defined number of cycles can be set based a self-learning 
process associated with one or more conditions of the 
system. In yet another embodiment, the number of cycles 
can be configured based on a hysteresis counter for reducing 
latency penalty due to clock gating and for saving power, 
wherein the hysteresis counter value can be configured to be 
set via self-learning based on network traffic and SoC and 
NoC conditions, and wherein the self-learning applies self 
correction to the number of cycles. Any other process/ 
attribute/factor can be incorporated for computing the num 
ber of cycles, post which the concerned hardware elements 
Such as routers, bridges, can go to sleep. 
0025. Another aspect of the present disclosure provides a 
semiconductor device incorporating a Network on Chip 
(NoC) and a System on Chip (SoC), wherein the NoC and 
SoC includes a hardware element having a clock gating 
circuit configures one or more neighboring hardware ele 
ments to activate before receiving new incoming data and to 
sleep after a defined number of cycles, wherein the defined 
number of cycles can be counted from a cycle having 
non-receipt of incoming data and having a clearance of all 
data within an input queue of a source hardware element. In 
an embodiment, the defined number of cycles can be set 
based on at least one of a predetermined number of cycles, 
say 3 or 4 cycles. In another embodiment, the defined 
number of cycles can be set based a self-learning process 
associated with one or more conditions of the SoC and NoC. 
In yet another embodiment, the number of cycles can be 
configured based on a hysteresis counter for reducing 
latency penalty due to clock gating and for saving power, 
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wherein the hysteresis counter value can be configured to be 
set via self-learning based on network traffic and SoC and 
NoC conditions, and wherein the self-learning applies self 
correction to the number of cycles. Any other process/ 
attribute/factor can be incorporated for computing the num 
ber of cycles, post which the concerned hardware elements 
Such as routers, bridges, can go to sleep. 
0026. The foregoing and other objects, features and 
advantages of the example implementations will be apparent 
and the following more particular descriptions of example 
implementations as illustrated in the accompanying draw 
ings wherein like reference numbers generally represent like 
parts. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

(0027 FIGS. 1(a), 1(b) 1(c) and 1(d) illustrate examples 
of Bidirectional ring, 2D Mesh, 2D Torus, and 3D Mesh 
NoC Topologies. 
0028 FIG. 2(a) illustrates an example of XY routing in a 
related art two dimensional mesh. 
(0029 FIG. 2(b) illustrates three different routes between 
a source and destination nodes. 
0030 FIG.3(a) illustrates an example of a related art two 
layer NoC interconnect. 
0031 FIG. 3(b) illustrates the related art bridge logic 
between host and multiple NoC layers. 
0032 FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary router in accor 
dance with an example implementation. 
0033 FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary bridge in accor 
dance with an example implementation. 
0034 FIG. 6 illustrates an example flow diagram for 
computation of hysteresis value/counter for clock gating 
de-assertion in accordance with an example implementation. 
0035 FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary bridge in accor 
dance with an example implementation. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0036 Although example implementations are described 
herein with respect to a NoC, the same implementations can 
be implemented in a SoC or in a system incorporating both 
a SoC and a NoC. 
0037. The following detailed description provides further 
details of the figures and example implementations of the 
present application. Reference numerals and descriptions of 
redundant elements between figures are omitted for clarity. 
Terms used throughout the description are provided as 
examples and are not intended to be limiting. For example, 
the use of the term “automatic' may involve fully automatic 
or semi-automatic implementations involving user or 
administrator control over certain aspects of the implemen 
tation, depending on the desired implementation of one of 
ordinary skill in the art practicing implementations of the 
present application. 
0038 Example implementations involve clocked floating 
point operations (FLOPS) within the NoC. When there is no 
data on the activity side for a long time, opportunistically 
shutting off the clock may save power for the NoC. Hard 
ware elements may also be opportunistically woken up. 
0039. An aspect of the present disclosure provides a 
hardware element in a Network on Chip (NoC), wherein the 
hardware element includes a clock gating circuit configured 
to opportunistically configure one or more neighboring 
hardware elements to activate before receiving new incom 
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ing data and to sleep after a defined number of cycles, 
wherein the defined number of cycles can be counted from 
a cycle having non-receipt of incoming data and having a 
clearance of all data within an input queue of a source 
hardware element. In an embodiment, the defined number of 
cycles can be set based on at least one of a predetermined 
number of cycles, say 3 or 4 cycles. In another embodiment, 
the defined number of cycles can be set based a self-learning 
process associated with one or more conditions of the NoC. 
In yet another embodiment, the number of cycles can be 
configured based on a hysteresis counter for reducing 
latency penalty due to clock gating and for saving power, 
wherein the hysteresis counter value can be configured to be 
set via self-learning based on network traffic and NoC 
conditions, and wherein the self-learning applies self-cor 
rection to the number of cycles. Any other process/attribute/ 
factor can be incorporated for computing the number of 
cycles, post which the concerned hardware elements such as 
routers, bridges, can go to sleep. 
0040. In another aspect, the clock gating circuit can be 
configured to transmit advance notification to wake up one 
or more adjacent/neighboring hardware elements, wherein 
the notification can include at least one of a signal and a flit. 
The clock gating circuit can further be configured to extract 
information regarding a Subsequent hop for incoming data, 
and transmit a wake notification only to a hardware element 
associated with the Subsequent hop. 
0041. In another aspect, the clock gating circuit can be 
configured to factor in a delay for interface width transfor 
mation of incoming data to keep the advance notification 
signal asserted for a next hop hardware agent. The clock 
gating circuit can further be configured to process power 
down signals corresponding to one or more neighboring 
hardware elements and not assert advance notification for 
the corresponding one or more neighboring hardware ele 
ments. In yet another aspect, the clock gating circuit uses a 
window of predetermined number of cycles for information 
across synchronous and asynchronous clock boundaries 
with neighboring agents to stabilize, before making clock 
gating decisions. 
0042. In an aspect, the clock gating circuit can further be 
configured to be overridden based on a specification of a 
route on NoC, from system level. In an aspect, local override 
for clock gating circuit can be programmable through any of 
an internal register or a signal or a combination thereof. In 
another aspect, global override for clock gating circuit can 
also be provisioned through an external register or a signal. 
0043. In another embodiment, the proposed NoC can be 
configured in a semiconductor device such that the NoC has 
a plurality of hardware elements that are operatively coupled 
with each other. An objective of coarse clock gating of 
hardware elements in a NoC is to save power when the 
hardware elements are in idle condition for a long period of 
time. This is different from fine-grained clock gating (usu 
ally covered by Synthesis logic), which controls clock gating 
on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Coarse-grained clock gating turns 
off all branches of the clock tree associated with the hard 
ware element during any period of inactivity, saving power 
in un-clocked flops of the hardware element and also the 
power required to drive associated clock network. This 
present disclosure is directed to a scheme to adopt coarse 
grained clock gating for hardware elements of a NoC Such 
as a router, a bridge (e.g., streaming, AXI, etc.), pipeline 
stages, and so forth. 
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0044. In example implementations, hardware elements 
may utilize a point-to-point signal, commonly referred to as 
a "Busy signal such that when a hardware element is in a 
sleep state, all of its input ports are empty and the busy 
signal for neighboring elements are low. To control the busy 
signals, assuming that the hardware element has some 
information in its first in first out (FIFO) buffer that is bound 
for/to a sleeping element, the hardware element can be 
configured to extract information regarding the next hop 
and/or the next hardware element for the information in the 
buffer. The information in the buffer can be implemented, for 
example, in the form of flits or data packets. In an example 
implementation, flits can be aggregated for sleeping ele 
ments such that when a first flit comes into the buffer, busy 
signal can be sent to the sleeping hardware element to wake 
up the element. 
0045. In example implementations involving flits, flit 
ratios can be used to determine outstanding flits (e.g., 16 flit 
input and 4 flit output can mean 4 outstanding flits). Once the 
flits are sent, a provision in the register can be given to 
determine a value of how many cycles should be counted up 
before the hardware element is shut down. For example, 
assuming a flit is normally received every ten cycles, in an 
instance, the clock gating circuitry can be configured Such 
that if no flit received in 20 cycles, the hardware element is 
shut down. The threshold can be set based on the traffic 
pattern and/or can be programmed in through a hysteresis 
COunter. 

0046 When a busy signal is sent to turn on the hardware 
element, the hardware element may take one or two cycles 
to wake up. Thus, in an example implementation, a busy 
signal can be sent first, followed by the data that is to be sent 
to the hardware element. 

0047. In example implementations, a register override for 
clock gating may also be provided if there is pathway that 
must be maintained. A NoC route can be specified from 
system level to override clock gating of hardware elements 
with the purpose of not incurring latency penalty from clock 
gating. This can be achieved by setting clock gating override 
bit in local register within hardware elements on the speci 
fied route. 

0048. In an alternate embodiment, clock gating can be 
performed across all routers, bridges, among other NoC 
layers, within the same NoC layer or between different 
layers, Selective clock gating can also be based on design 
requirements, traffic pattern, specification, among other 
parameters. 
0049. In an example implementation, hardware elements 
may be shut down based on one or more conditions. An 
example condition can be that there are no transactions 
buffered or being processed internally and all credits have 
been returned from its neighboring block. Another example 
condition can be that there are no transactions buffered and 
inbound from a neighboring block. 
0050. Further, example implementations allow for over 
riding or bypass of the coarse clock gating under one or 
more conditions, such as a system override to universally 
disable clock gating across all hardware elements, and a fast 
path override to selectively disable clock gating for certain 
NoC elements falling in fast paths. Additionally example 
implementations may also incorporate a System Clock Gate 
Enable signal to shut off all the NoC elements on a certain 
NoC Layer. 
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0051 FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary router architecture 
400 in accordance with an example implementation. In an 
aspect, router 400 can include four directional (N. W. S. E) 
ports, one host port, and one Regbus port, although any 
number and types of ports may be utilized depending on the 
desired implementation, all Such ports are within the scope 
of the present disclosure. Instead of using a clock gating 
circuit to wait for a no traffic condition on all ports to coarse 
clock gate the whole router off, example implementations 
can also coarse clock gate router Such as router 400 on a port 
by port basis. For example, if all of the six ports reach a 
quiescent stage, the whole router can be turned off. Alter 
natively, each of these ports can also be selectively coarse 
clock gated (turned off) based on an empty condition of all 
of its associated input VC first in first outs (FIFOs) and an 
input signal indicating idle condition on neighboring ele 
ment connected to that port. 
0.052 In an example implementation, coarse clock gating 
of a router may be conducted based on self-idle condition on 
a particular port. To evaluate the condition, once all the input 
VC FIFOs associated with a given port of the router 400 are 
empty, self-idle signal for that port can be asserted high. For 
timing reasons, this self-idle signal may be implemented as 
an output of a flop. The FIFO occupancy evaluation can be 
accomplished in the previous cycle. The empty state of the 
input VC FIFOs also indicate that all credits for the NoC 
element (Router, Bridge) connected to that port have been 
returned, and therefore turning off the logic for that port 
won't cause any side effects for that neighboring NoC 
hardware element. 
0053 Example implementations may also conduct coarse 
clock gating of a router 400 based on a busy/idle condition 
of neighboring element connected to a particular port of the 
router 400. The coarse clock gating of a router 400 can be 
based on traffic information from each of its neighboring 
agents. The neighboring agents generate can be a busy signal 
on any of the input ports (N.E.W.S. H. and Regbus) of the 
target router 400, which intends to exercise coarse clock 
gating. If an interface busy signal is low, that interface is 
considered by the router to be in idle condition, which idle 
condition can then be used by the router to make two 
decisions; either to shut off clock and flops in the input block 
connected to that interface, or to shut off the entire router if 
the rest of interfaces are already in idle condition and there 
are no other transactions ongoing or pending inside the 
rOuter. 

0054. In an aspect, adjacent hardware elements can send 
a busy signal for a predetermined number of cycles that can 
be calculated based on a predetermined number of cycles 
after the FIFO is evicted. In such an example implementa 
tion, the predetermined number of cycles can be set based on 
a hysteresis counter, which can be programmable, wherein 
the predetermination can be based on exact knowledge of 
traffic pattern injected into the NoC, which can be used to 
create a timing window for the hardware element, within 
which a new traffic is most likely to appear. If not, clock for 
the hardware element can be suppressed. In another example 
implementation, the predetermined number of cycles can be 
set based on a self-learning process. The self-learning pro 
cess can be based on observation of actual network traffic 
and from Subsequently applying self-correction for a more 
optimized value, leading to optimized network performance 
and power saving. The clock gating hardware can also 
initially use a random seed number as hysteresis count and 
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can subsequently observe the network traffic arrival and 
burst signatures to dynamically update the hysteresis count 
based on self-learning. 
0055 According to one embodiment, as mentioned 
above, network self-learning can be incorporated to auto 
matically configure settings for Switching off or clock gating 
of one or more NoC element. Such self-learning can be 
configured to calculate a hysteresis counter that can decre 
ment on every cycle on which there is no counter activity. 
Upon sensing a busy signal, the hysteresis counter value can 
be incremented by adding some value to it. Observation of 
network traffic and Subsequent self-learning can be used by 
the clock gating circuit to assert and de-assert clock gating. 
Timely assertion of clock gating can help save power 
whereas the de-assertion of clock gating can help reduce/ 
eliminate clock-gating penalty. 
0056. According to one embodiment, clock gating circuit 
can be configured to maintain two hysteresis registers, 
namely a clock gating assertion hysteresis register and a 
clock gating de-assertion hysteresis register, wherein the 
clock gating assertion hysteresis register can be configured 
to specify the number of clock cycles that the clock gating 
circuit should wait after the NoC element goes into idle state 
before asserting clock gating in order to save power con 
Sumption by NoC element being clock gated. 
0057 Clock gating de-assertion hysteresis register, on the 
other hand, can be configured to specify the number of clock 
cycles that the clock gating circuit should wait after the 
clock gating is done in order to perform de-assertion and 
save cycle penalty. In an aspect, if this “the number of clock 
cycles' is set to 0, the clock gating circuit would not 
speculatively de-assert clock gating but rather wait for the 
actual flits to arrive to cause the idle to busy. In another 
aspect, clock gating de-assertion hysteresis register can only 
be set when the clock gating circuit detects uniformity and 
predictability of the arrival of flits, while the NoC element 
is in idle state. 

0058. In an example, for every 10 transitions from idle to 
busy state (caused by the arrival of a new flit), the user can 
specify the threshold for how many transitions need to be 
outside the 'clock gating assertion’ hysteresis window and 
thus result in power saving. If not specified, the default value 
can be set at 50%. Clock gating circuit of the present 
disclosure observe arrival time of a new flit for every 10 idle 
states, and based on the observations, the clock gating circuit 
can enumerate “for the given threshold, which of the 10 
arrival times can be set as 'clock gating assertion’ hysteresis 
value. Therefore, for the next 10 transitions, a decision is 
made by the clock gating circuit to pick the right transition 
amongst the 10 as the next "clock gating assertion’ hyster 
esis value. For Subsequent transitions, a moving median of 
each next successive 10 transitions can be used to set the 
'clock gating assertion’ hysteresis value. OFor example, we 
can start with an initial seed of 100 clock cycles as hysteresis 
value for clock gating assertion and requirement that 50% of 
the clock cycles result in power saving. The clock gating 
circuit observes that the for next 10 idle to busy transitions, 
the arrival time of new flits are 50, 60, 70, 150, 80, 130,90, 
110, 60, 120 clock cycles. It can then set the hysteresis value 
as 85 for the next 10 transitions. For next 10 transitions, the 
arrival times could be 120, 110, 50, 60, 70, 85, 160, 95, 100, 
40 clock cycles. The clock gating circuit can then set the 
hysteresis value for next 10 transitions as the moving 
median of current and last 10 transitions, which is (85+90)/ 
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2=87. Any other means for computation of the hysteresis 
value is completely within the scope of the present disclo 
Sure and present median-based computation is completely 
exemplary in nature. 
0059 FIG. 5 illustrates an example flow diagram 500 
showing steps for computation of hysteresis value/counter 
for clock gating assertion in accordance with an embodiment 
of the present disclosure. At step 505, a random seed for 
'clock gating assertion’ hysteresis value can be taken. At 
step 510, threshold number of idle to busy transitions that 
need to be outside the 'clock gating assertion’ hysteresis 
window can be identified/retrieved. At step 515, it is deter 
mined if clock gating circuit is in self-learning mode, 
wherein at step 520, in case the clock gating circuit is not in 
the self-learning mode as yet and therefore the process is 
under a cold-start, 'clock gating assertion’ hysteresis value 
can be chosen from the random seed. At step 525, on the 
other hand, in case the clock gating circuit is already in the 
self-learning mode (not a cold-start), the 'clock gating 
assertion’ hysteresis value can be picked based on median 
value between random seed value (current value) and last 
running median, and the computed 'clock gating assertion' 
hysteresis value can be marked as current value. 
0060. At step 530, NoC element can be allowed to go 
idle, and at step 535, once the NoC element goes idle, the 
hysteresis counter can be started and clock gating can be 
asserted once the count reaches the 'clock gating assertion” 
hysteresis value as computed in steps 520 or 525, whichever 
is applicable. 
0061. At step 540, arrival time of next flit can be 
observed each time after the NoC element goes idle and such 
time during which the NoC element is in sleep can be stored 
in a stack as “value'. At step 545, it is checked as to whether 
the number of times that the NoC element has gone idle is 
equal to or greater than 10, wherein in case the number of 
times is equal to or greater than 10, the method moves back 
to step 530, else, the method moves to step 550, wherein, 
after the 10th occurrence, the 10 stored “values' can be 
processed to select the value that meets the 'clock gating 
assertion’ hysteresis value as computed in steps 520 or 525, 
whichever is applicable. At step 555, it can be determined, 
if the process is a cold-start, wherein, at 560, if the process 
is a cold-start, value that meets the 'clock gating assertion” 
hysteresis value can be stored as running median of the 
'clock gating assertion’ hysteresis value, else, if the process 
is not a cold-start, at step 565, median can be computed 
between the value that meets the “clock gating assertion 
hysteresis value and the last running median of 'clock gating 
assertion’ hysteresis value, and the value is stored as run 
ning median of 'clock gating assertion’ hysteresis value. 
The method can then move back to step 515. 
0062. In an embodiment, second hysteresis register with 
'clock gating de-assertion value can also be Supported. The 
clock gating circuit of the present disclosure can be config 
ured to observe the network traffic pattern and try to detect 
regularity in Successive arrival times offlits, within a certain 
user specified deviation or tolerance range. This can be done 
by storing 10 successive arrival times of new flits in a stack 
and comparing them with new arrival times. Once predict 
ability of the arrival times is detected, the predicted value 
can be calculated and stored in 'clock gating de-assertion” 
hysteresis counter. This value can then be used to specula 
tively de-assert clock gating. In an aspect, this can be 
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especially useful for NoCs handling display traffics where 
the arrival times of a new burst of traffic is fixed and regular. 
0063 FIG. 6 illustrates an example flow diagram 600 
showing steps for computation of hysteresis value/counter 
for clock gating de-assertion in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. At step 605, the method waits 
for clock gating assertion to take place under idle state. At 
step 610, assuming the process is a cold start, the 'clock 
gating assertion’ hysteresis value can be set at 0, else can be 
set at “median of 10 stored values—user specified devia 
tion’. At step 615, the method waits for a new flit and 
records the arrival time in a stack. At step 620, it is 
determined if the idle to busy transition is the 10th transi 
tion occurrence, wherein if the transition is not the 10th 
occurrence, the method can go to step 605, else at step 625, 
the 10 stored 'clock gating assertion’ hysteresis values can 
be sorted. At step 630, it is determined if the sorted values 
are equal to each other within a certain user-defined devia 
tion, wherein at step 635, if it is determined that the sorted 
values are equal to each other within a certain user-defined 
deviation, the 'clock gating assertion’ hysteresis value can 
be set to “median of 10 stored values—user specified 
deviation', whereas, if it is determined that the sorted values 
are not equal to each other within a certain user-defined 
deviation, the 'clock gating assertion’ hysteresis value can 
be set to 0 at step 640. The method can then move back to 
step 605 to continue the process for clock gating de 
assertion. 
0064. In an aspect, the neighboring agent can generate 
and transmit a dedicated busy signal corresponding to output 
port connected to a router. The busy signal indicates that the 
neighboring agent has transactions pending and ongoing for 
the router. The conditions for transitions on the busy signal 
can involve assertion and de-assertion. For the assertion 
condition, the neighboring agent may set up this transition at 
least one cycle ahead of the first flit that is sent to the 
destination router. For the de-assertion condition, neighbor 
ing agent may cause this transition after a fixed number of 
cycles once all the transactions for the destination router 
have been exhausted. The number of cycles can be pro 
grammed into a register residing within the neighboring 
agent. 
0065 FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary bridge 700 in 
accordance with an example implementation. Although the 
example illustrated in FIG. 7 involves a streaming bridge 
700, similar implementations may be applied to other 
bridges, such as AXI. All such NoC components/elements 
can be configured with Such coarse clock gating and are 
within the scope of the instant disclosure. In an embodiment, 
while not shown herein, it is understood that the NoC 
architecture of the present disclosure may also include other 
components such as width converters, clock domain con 
verters, and the like. 
0066. In an aspect, coarse clock gating in streaming 
bridge 700 can be conducted on per input interface (a, b, c, 
d) basis, wherein once the interface/input FIFOs 702 for a 
particular interface are empty, they can be clock gated off, if 
there is no activity on that input interface from the host side 
for a programmable number of cycles. The counter (per 
interface) may be configured to only start running after its 
input FIFOs 702 have drained out, and all associated credits 
have been returned to the host from that interface. The 
streaming bridge 700 can wake up and clock-enable that 
input interface block after it receives the wake up signal 
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from the host. In an implementation, wake up signal for the 
FIFOs should be received at least one cycle ahead, before 
the actual message beats are written into the FIFOs. For this 
purpose, a conditional register 704 with a free running clock 
can be used to capture the first message beat. In the same 
cycle, the input FIFO can be clock enabled. The whole 
transmit block can be clock gated off, once all the host 
interface logic 706 has been clock gated off and all the 
credits from the NoC side have been returned. 
0067. In another aspect, the streaming bridge receive 
block (traffic from NoC) can be clock gated off based on a 
traffic condition on a layer-by-layer basis. This scheme is 
slightly different than clock gating scheme for the transmit 
block. For each NoC layer, there can be an associated coarse 
clock gating logic. Once the input virtual channel (VC) 
FIFOs for a particular NoC layer have been drained, the 
clock gating logic will wait for the busy signal from its 
attached router on that layer to be de-asserted. Once the 
condition is reached that the input VC FIFOS for that NoC 
layer X are empty (credits returned back to the router) and 
the busy signal have been de-asserted, the associated logic 
can be clock gated off. The whole Receive Block can be 
clock gated off, once all the input logic for all NoC Layers 
have been clock gated and all credits have been returned 
from the host to the Streaming Bridge. 
0068. In example implementations, system level clock 
gating may be applied to the NoC or the SoC system. In such 
example implementations, one or more hardware elements 
can be configured to have a clock input pin, which corre 
sponds to the root of the clock distribution within the 
hardware element. System level clock gating allows a sys 
tem clock enable pin to exist for each clock input on a 
bridge/router. 
0069. In example implementations, the system clock 
enable signal can be generated for each NoC element in 
various ways. In one example, the system clock signal can 
be generated and controlled by a system clock controller that 
is external to the NoC such that the signal is an external 
signal to NoC and is driven by the customer. The timing for 
the signal can be guaranteed by the customer, and thereby 
implemented according to the desired implementation of the 
CuStOmer. 

0070. In example implementations, hardware elements of 
the NoC or the SoC may be associated with a power domain. 
Each power domain may be associated with a separate clock. 
In Such implementations, hardware elements across layers 
may be shut down and activated opportunistically through 
the system clock enable signal. In Such a configuration, a 
system clock associated with a power domain may undergo 
a shutdown, thereby requiring all hardware elements within 
the power domain to shut down. When such an instruction 
is received, the hardware elements within the power domain 
can send a signal to adjacent nodes in other power domains 
indicating that a busy signal will not be accepted and that the 
hardware element will shut down. 
0071. In example implementations, the hardware ele 
ments can be defaulted to sleep if there is no busy signal or 
signal to wake the hardware element. Further, the hardware 
elements can be configured such that they will shut down 
after the busy signal is shut off, and after the FIFO is evicted. 
Individual ports of the hardware element may also be shut 
down in this manner. 
0072. In example implementations, the clock gating cir 
cuit can be overridden through the specification of a route 
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from the system route. Such an implementation can preserve 
the hardware element from shutting down based on various 
conditions, such as performance metrics (e.g., bandwidth, 
latency, etc.) and so on. In Such an implementation, a local 
override for the clock gating circuit can be provided to be 
programmable through an internal register or a signal. 
Further, a global override for the clock gating circuit can be 
provisioned through an external register or a signal. This is 
useful when clock gating feature is deemed Superfluous or 
expensive for hardware elements belonging to a specific 
sub-system within the NoC. 
0073. In an example implementation, the clock gating 
circuit works across all clock ratios for synchronous and 
asynchronous clock boundaries with next hop nodes and 
bridges. The clock gating circuit waits for information 
across clock boundaries to resolve within a window of 
predetermined number of cycles, before making clock gat 
ing decisions. This window of predetermined cycles allows 
the clock gating circuit to act robustly across all clock ratios 
for synchronous and asynchronous clock boundaries. 
0074 Various embodiments include advantages over 
conventional Solutions. As mentioned above, various 
embodiments can provide for a high degree of granularity in 
hardware gating, even while enjoying low latency for data. 
Also, greater power savings can result from the high degree 
of granularity in hardware gating. 
0075. Furthermore, some portions of the detailed descrip 
tion are presented in terms of algorithms and symbolic 
representations of operations within a computer. These algo 
rithmic descriptions and symbolic representations are the 
means used by those skilled in the data processing arts to 
most effectively convey the essence of their innovations to 
others skilled in the art. An algorithm is a series of defined 
steps leading to a desired end state or result. In the example 
implementations, the steps carried out require physical 
manipulations of tangible quantities for achieving a tangible 
result. 
0076. The methodologies described herein may be imple 
mented by various components depending upon the appli 
cation. For example, these methodologies may be imple 
mented in hardware, firmware, Software, or any combination 
thereof. For a hardware implementation, the processing units 
may be implemented within one or more application specific 
integrated circuits (ASICs), digital signal processors 
(DSPs), digital signal processing devices (DSPDs), pro 
grammable logic devices (PLDS), field programmable gate 
arrays (FPGAs), processors, controllers, micro-controllers, 
microprocessors, electronic devices, other electronic units 
designed to perform the functions described herein, or a 
combination thereof. 
0077 Moreover, other implementations of the present 
application will be apparent to those skilled in the art from 
consideration of the specification and practice of the 
example implementations disclosed herein. Various aspects 
and/or components of the described example implementa 
tions may be used singly or in any combination. It is 
intended that the specification and examples be considered 
as examples, with a true scope and spirit of the application 
being indicated by the following claims. 

1. A hardware element in a Network on Chip (NoC) 
and/or System on Chip (SoC) comprising: 

a clock gating circuit that configures one or more neigh 
boring hardware elements to activate before receiving 
new incoming data; and to configure the one or more 
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neighboring hardware elements to sleep after a defined 
number of cycles, said defined number of cycles are 
counted from a cycle having non-receipt of incoming 
data and having a clearance of all data within an input 
queue of a source hardware element, the defined num 
ber of cycles being set based on at least one of a 
predetermined number of cycles and a calculation 
based on a self-learning process associated with one or 
more conditions of the at least one of the SoC and the 
NoC: 

wherein the hardware element is configured to be clock 
gated or clock disabled through one of a system level 
signal and a programmed register, upon which hard 
ware element sends interrupt to its neighboring hard 
ware elements to prevent them from sending messages 
to the hardware element. 

2. The hardware element of claim 1, wherein the clock 
gating circuit is configured to transmit advance wake up 
notification to one or more adjacent hardware elements, the 
notification comprising at least one of a signal and a mes 
Sage. 

3. The hardware element of claim 2, wherein the clock 
gating circuit is configured to extract information regarding 
a Subsequent hop for incoming data, and transmit said wake 
up notification only to a hardware element associated with 
the Subsequent hop. 

4. The hardware element of claim 1, wherein the number 
of cycles is configured based on a hysteresis counter for 
reducing latency penalty due to clock gating and for saving 
power. 

5. The hardware element of claim 4, wherein the hyster 
esis counter value is configured to be set via self-learning 
based on network traffic and at least one of the SoC and the 
NoC conditions, wherein the self-learning applies self-cor 
rection to the number of cycles. 

6. (canceled) 
7. The hardware element of claim 1, wherein the clock 

gating circuit uses a window of predetermined number of 
cycles for information across synchronous and asynchro 
nous clock boundaries with neighboring agents to stabilize, 
before making clock gating decisions. 

8. The hardware element of claim 1, wherein the clock 
gating circuit is configured to be overridden. 

9. The hardware element of claim 8, wherein the override 
can be in form of a local override, and is implemented in 
form of a programmable internal register or a signal or a 
combination thereof. 

10. The hardware element of claim 8, wherein the over 
ride can be in form of a global override for clock gating 
circuit provisioned through an external register or a signal. 
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11. A semiconductor device comprising a Network on 
Chip (NoC), said NoC comprising: 

a clock gating circuit configured in a hardware element of 
said NoC, said clock gating circuit configures one or 
more neighboring hardware elements to activate before 
receiving new incoming data; and to configure the one 
or more neighboring hardware elements to sleep after a 
defined number of cycles, said defined number of 
cycles are counted from a cycle having non-receipt of 
incoming data and having a clearance of all data within 
an input queue of a source hardware element, the 
defined number of cycles being set based on at least one 
of a predetermined number of cycles and a calculation 
based on a self-learning process associated with one or 
more conditions of the NoC; 

wherein the hardware element is configured to be clock 
gated or clock disabled through one of a system level 
signal and a programmed register, upon which hard 
ware element sends interrupt to its neighboring hard 
ware elements to prevent them from sending messages 
to the hardware element. 

12. The semiconductor device of claim 11, wherein the 
clock gating circuit is configured to transmit advance wake 
up notification to one or more adjacent hardware elements, 
the notification comprising at least one of a signal and a flit. 

13. The semiconductor device of claim 12, wherein the 
clock gating circuit is configured to extract information 
regarding a Subsequent hop for incoming data, and transmit 
said wake up notification only to a hardware element asso 
ciated with the Subsequent hop. 

14. The semiconductor device of claim 11, wherein the 
number of cycles is configured based on a hysteresis counter 
for reducing latency penalty due to clock gating and for 
saving power. 

15. The semiconductor device of claim 14, wherein the 
hysteresis counter value is configured to be set via self 
learning based on network traffic and NoC conditions, 
wherein the self-learning applies self-correction to the num 
ber of cycles. 

16. The semiconductor device of claim 11, wherein the 
clock gating circuit uses a window of predetermined number 
of cycles for information across synchronous and asynchro 
nous clock boundaries with neighboring agents to stabilize, 
before making clock gating decisions. 

17. The semiconductor device of claim 11, wherein the 
clock gating circuit is configured to be overridden based on 
a specification of a route on NoC, from system level. 
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